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Production ofω mesons in proton–proton collisions✩
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Abstract

The cross section for the production ofω mesons in proton–proton collisions has been measured in a previously unexplored
region of incident energies. Cross sections ofσ = (7.5± 1.9) µb andσ = (30.8± 3.4) µb (with 20% systematic uncertainties)
were extracted atε = 92 MeV and 173 MeV excess energy above theω threshold, respectively. The angular distribution of the
ω at ε = 173 MeV is strongly anisotropic, demonstrating the importance of partial waves beyond pure s-wave production at this
energy.
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The production of mesons in nucleon–nucleon re-
actions is currently being investigated both experi-
mentally and theoretically because of its implications
for the understanding of the nuclear force. In the
early nineties, the comparison of theoretical predic-
tions to newly emerging experimental results on near-
threshold meson production, in particular on ppπ0 [1]
and, to a lesser extent, also other channels, revealed
the rather poor understanding of the reaction mech-
anism of inelastic collisions between nucleons. Since
then, a wealth of data has been accumulated for a num-
ber of mesons in the pseudoscalar sector, e.g.,π,η,η′,
and K. Recently, investigations in the vector-meson
sector (ρ, ω, φ) have come into focus. The exchange
of these mesons dominates the nucleon–nucleon inter-
action at short distances.

The comparison of production cross sections ofω

to that of φ mesons may shed light on a possible
contribution of strange quark–antiquark pairs in the
nucleon. While theφ contains almost onlyss̄, the
ω wave function is practically decoupled from the
strange sector, consisting ofuū ⊕ dd̄ only. The φ

production should therefore be strongly suppressed, as
predicted by the OZI rule [2]. A small contribution
of 4 × 10−3 is expected because the mixing angle,
ΘV ≈ 39◦ [3], deviates by 3.7◦ from that of a perfectly
decoupled system inSU(3), ΘV = 35.3◦.

Recently, the DISTO collaboration found that the
φ/ω production exceeds the OZI prediction by about
one order of magnitude [4]. Their published data,
however, were measured at one beam momentum
setting ofPc = 3.67 GeV. Thus, the available kinetic
energy in the overall CoM system (often referred to as
excess energy,ε) is ε = 85 MeV above theφ threshold
but 320 MeV for the much lighter ppω system. The
extrapolation down to 85 MeV which covers more
than one order of magnitude in cross section is far
from straightforward. It is guided only by reference
data measured belowε = 30 MeV [5]. Measurements
of ω production betweenε = 30 MeV and 300 MeV
are crucial for a more detailed investigation of the
excitation function and, thus, OZI violation in pp
collisions.

While the φ angular distribution measured by the
DISTO collaboration [4] is isotropic and therefore
compatible with mere s-wave production, theω dis-
tribution shows strong contributions from higher par-
tial waves. If these persist at lower energies, as is the

case in one of the possible scenarios in a recent the-
oretical calculation of Nakayama and coworkers [6],
a quantitative comparison ofφ andω production may
not be possible without a more detailed understand-
ing of the underlying (and perhaps different) reaction
mechanisms. Hence, experiments should aim at exclu-
sive differential observables at lower excess energies.

In a first attempt to contribute to the issue ofω pro-
duction in proton–proton collisions, data from an ex-
periment at the time-of-flight spectrometer TOF lo-
cated at an external beam line of the COoler SYn-
chrotron COSY at the Forschungszentrum Jülich were
analyzed for a signal fromω production. The exper-
imental setup was described in detail elsewhere [7].
The proton beam extracted from the synchrotron im-
pinges on a thin liquid-hydrogen target [8]. In the
present case, beam momenta ofPc = 2.95 GeV and
3.2 GeV are used. The reaction products leaving the
target into the forward hemisphere generate, in a thin
scintillator, a start signal for the successive time-of-
flight measurement, then penetrate a silicon detector
and two scintillating-fiber hodoscopes which permit
an accurate track reconstruction needed for the detec-
tion of sequential hyperon decay [9]. After flight paths
of more than 3 m in vacuum the particles are detected
in a scintillator assembly with high angular coverage
and good spatial and time resolution which consists of
a barrel section [10] and a forward structure closing
the cylindrical detector at small angles [11]. The de-
tector covers polar angles from about 1◦ up to 70◦.

The velocity vectors of charged particles thus mea-
sured were used in the analysis presented here. Events
with four hits were selected for further inspection.
A geometrical separation was applied in order to en-
rich events of the type ppπ+π−, where the pions may
originate from the decay of an intermediate resonance,
e.g., η → π+π−π0 (BR 23%), ρ0 → π+π− (BR
100%) or ω → π+π−π0 (BR 89%), requiring two
tracks with anglesθ � 25◦ (assumed to be protons)
and two more hits at larger angles (corresponding to
the charged pions). This particle assignment is justi-
fied by kinematics which confines protons from ppω

reactions to the forward cone, while the much lighter
pions can reach larger angles. The proton identifica-
tion was further improved by a condition on velocities
which rejects particles with velocities in excess of that
of the beam. The proton four-momenta were used to
calculate the missing mass of a hypothetical third par-
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ticle, X. If X was aρ0, which exclusively decays into
two charged pions, both pion directions can be com-
bined to give the four-momentum ofX. This also holds
in case of nonresonant two-pion production where the
four-momentum ofX reconstructed from the missing-
mass analysis of ppX and that calculated with the
X → ππ hypothesis are required to agree within the
detector resolution. In case ofω decay into three pions,
aπ0 will be missing so that the detected pion pair will
in most cases not be consistent with a two-body decay
of X. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1, where spectra
of the angle of acoplanarity between the pion direc-
tions with respect to the decaying meson are shown for
the data (large frame) and for simulatedρ0 → π+π−,
η → π+π−π0 andω → π+π−π0 events. The acopla-
narity was defined as the deviation of the angle be-
tween the momenta of the pions taken in the rest frame
of the decaying meson from 180◦ (i.e. back-to-back
emission). The CoM momenta of the pions were cal-
culated assuming a two-body decay of the primary me-
son X, as is the case for theρ. In cases where this
assumption holds, the deviation from a 180◦ opening
angle remains small and peaks at 0◦. The data clearly
show a large two-pion production branch, which is re-
jected in the subsequent analysis as indicated by the
dashed vertical line. Only events with acoplanarities
larger than 25◦ were associated with three-body de-

Fig. 1. Distribution of acoplanarity angles derived using the recon-
structed momentum of the hypothetical mesonX and the directions
of its decay pions. The large frame shows the experimental spec-
trum which is used to separate two-pion events (labeledππ ) to the
left of the dashed line from those where an additional particleY was
involved. The small spectra to the right show the simulated angular
distributions for the decaysρ0 → π+π− and the three-body decays
η → π+π−π0 andω → π+π−π0.

cays,π+π−Y . This criterion rejects more than 90% of
the two-body events while reducing the amount ofω

events by only 30%. Hence, it permits a clean identifi-
cation of theω production above a nonresonant back-
ground, mostly with multiplicitiesnπ � 3 as shown in
the missing-mass plot of Fig. 2. The apparent width of
the resonance is dominated by the detector resolution
of σ ≈ 30 MeV at this energy. Theη meson also de-
cays into three pions with 23% probability. The cross
section forη production at these energies is about five
times larger than that forω production. Therefore, an
appreciable amount of events in the figure may be due
to η production. Because of the much lower mass of
theη and the correspondingly higher available energy,
the angular restrictions on the proton directions and
velocities reduce the acceptance forη events to 1.9%
compared with 6.4% for theω and less than 0.5% for
the ρ contribution to the spectrum in Fig. 2. Since
the available energy is large, the protons which are
detected in case ofη production will have large ve-
locities. Therefore, the missing-mass resolution forη

mesons is much worse than for the heavier and kine-

Fig. 2. Spectrum of the squared missing mass as reconstructed
from two detected protons after enhancing cuts on the pions. The
ω peak at≈ 0.6 GeV2 is clearly visible. The hatched peak at
(Mc2)2 = 0.6 GeV2 shows the simulated response function of
the detector. It nicely agrees in shape with theω signal above
background, as demonstrated by the shaded area which is a sum
of the parameterized background as indicated and the Monte Carlo
ω signal (hatched peak).
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matically constrainedω, so that anη signal is not ob-
served in Fig. 2. The emission direction ofX was
restricted to forward emission,θ∗

X � 90◦. This event
pattern is also favored by the detector acceptance. It
yields protons sufficiently low in energy to allow cal-
culation of the missing mass with the quoted preci-
sion, while the backward emission ofX boosts the
protons to higher velocities so that the missing-mass
resolution degrades with increasing angle ofX. The
experimental mass spectrum (data points with statis-
tical errors) exhibits a peak at theω mass which is
well reproduced in shape and position by the detector
Monte Carlo (hatched peak for theω) when added to
a parameterized background, as shown by the shaded
spectrum. The small remaining shift in position is due
to calibration uncertainties in the time-of-flight deter-
mination. The missing-mass peak of Fig. 2 can be in-
tegrated to yield the total number ofω mesons pro-
duced. Different background shapes were applied in
fits to the distribution. They produce cross sections for
theω which are consistent to within±10%. The back-
ground used in producing Fig. 2 is taken to be a third
order polynomial which has been fitted to the distri-
bution above and below the peak in the indicated re-
gion. While, in principle, a background estimation us-
ing simulations which incorporate nonresonant as well
as resonant multipion production appears desirable,
the lack of differential cross-section data prevents do-
ing so.

The normalization of the data requires a luminosity
calibration which is easily accomplished in our exper-
iment due to the simultaneous measurement of elas-
tically scattered protons over a wide angular range.
These data can then be compared to the results of other
experiments which measured the elastic scattering to a
high level of precision (see, e.g., [12]) and/or phase-
shift analyzes [13]. The overall normalization uncer-
tainty from this procedure is estimated to be about 5%.
After correction for the acceptance of the setup using
Monte Carlo simulations, total cross sections can be
deduced. They are shown in Fig. 3 together with re-
sults from the literature [14,15] and theoretical calcu-
lations [16–18]. The acceptance calculations include
detector resolution as well as all the conditions ap-
plied to the data. The overall acceptance forω events
at 173 MeV is 6.4% with only a small modulation
with angle (7.1% at 92 MeV). A systematical uncer-
tainty which is larger than the statistical errors comes

Fig. 3. Excitation function of pp→ ppω. The lines are theoret-
ical calculations by Cassing ([16], dotted line), Sibirtsev ([17],
dash-dotted line) and Nakayama and coworkers ([18], solid and
dashed lines) which are discussed in the text. The filled cir-
cles are the present data, while the open triangles are from the
SPES3/Saturne experiment [5], the star is from DISTO/Saturne
[14]. The errors shown include systematic as well as statistical er-
rors which were added quadratically. The open squares represent
data adopted from a compilation of cross sections [15].

Fig. 4. Angular distribution of theω in the overall cen-
ter-of-momentum frame. Only the forward part, cosθ∗

ω � −0.3, is
displayed since the analysis is restricted to this region. The full line
is a fit with the lowest two even Legendre polynomials.

about when an angular distribution of theω mesons
is taken into account in the acceptance calculations.
To this end, the isotropic three-body phase space was
modified in an iterative procedure to fit the observed
anisotropy (cf. Fig. 4) at 173 MeV. This changes the
deduced cross section by almost 20%. Since the cur-
rent analysis does not permit the extraction of angular
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distributions at the lower energy, anisotropies cannot
be excluded in this case. It is however reasonable to
assume that these will not exceed those determined at
twice the excess energy, so that the same anisotropy
was used for both energies to estimate the resulting
change in cross section. This prescription yields a de-
crease in cross section by 13% (about half of the statis-
tical error) at the lower energy and an increase by 19%
at the higher energy (almost twice the statistical er-
ror). This is caused by the different ranges of mo-
menta accessible to theω and protons at the two en-
ergies. In particular, the kinematic focusing of the pi-
ons fromω decay is very different in both cases. This
changes the acceptance of the detector differently at
the two energies. The displayed cross sections areσ =
(7.5±1.9) µb atε = 92 MeV andσ = (30.8±3.4) µb
at 173 MeV, respectively, where in the latter the angu-
lar distribution of the ejectiles was taken into account
in the acceptance correction. The corrections to the
data due to background subtraction, acceptance cal-
culations employing various conditions such as, e.g.,
using phase space distributions for theω decay pattern
instead of the vector-meson decay, do not alter the de-
duced cross sections by more than 20% as was also
obtained from the anisotropy considerations. Thus, we
conclude that the absolute numbers for the total cross
sections given here are subject to systematic uncertain-
ties not larger than 20% which are included in the error
bars of Fig. 3.

Neither of the theoretical excitation functions based
on parameterizations of one-pion exchange model
calculations (dotted [16] and dash-dotted [17] lines in
Fig. 3) is able to describe the measured data at low
energy. The parameterization given by Sibirtsev [17]
comes closer to the data than the one by Cassing [16]
but fails below 90 MeV where final-state interactions
may start to contribute.

There is a general agreement among various theo-
rists [18–22] thatω andφ production, when viewed
in a meson-exchange picture, can be ascribed to two
dominant contributions which are called “nucleonic”
when the meson is emitted by one of the nucleons
(NNυ vertex,υ denotes either vector meson,φ or ω)
in contrast to the “mesonic” current where the emit-
ted vector meson originates from the exchanged me-
son, e.g., from aρπυ vertex. The solid and dashed
lines in Fig. 3 show two calculations by Nakayama
et al. [18] within such a model. Different sets of pa-

rameters for both the nucleonic and mesonic currents
were used. The parameters forφ andω, in particular
the coupling constants, were related bySU(3) consid-
erations. The form factor for the mesonic current was
fixed to theφ angular distribution at 85 MeV which is
flat to within the—rather large—experimental errors
[4]. The vector coupling constants for theρπυ ver-
tices were taken fromφ → ρπ andω → γπ decay,
respectively, while the tensor-to-vector ratio was var-
ied within reasonable limits,κυ = ±0.5. Left with the
cutoff parameter for the nuclear contribution form fac-
tor, the total ppω cross sections [5] were fitted. Finally,
the NNφ coupling constant was adjusted to fit the nu-
clear contribution to theφ angular distribution. While
both calculations fail to reproduce our data, the solu-
tion with negative tensor coupling,κυ = −0.5 (solid
line), gives a better agreement in overall shape. It uses
a rather small cutoff parameter,ΛN = 1170 MeV, and
results in a coupling constant ofgNNφ = −0.45. Be-
cause of the decreasing nuclear contribution with de-
creasingΛN and the destructive interference of vec-
tor and tensor currents, this solution results in an an-
gular distribution which is completely dominated by
the mesonic current. Hence, a flat distribution is ex-
pected, as is indeed observed in the case ofφ pro-
duction. However, the anisotropic ppω angular dis-
tribution for an excess energy of 173 MeV which is
shown in Fig. 4 suggests that this parameter set can-
not describe theω production. The figure does not in-
clude the most backward-emitted mesons because of
the aforementioned bias toward low-momentum pro-
tons needed in the analysis. Since the entrance chan-
nel is symmetric the distribution has to be symmetric
about cosθ∗

ω = 0 as indicated by the two data points
below cosθ∗

ω = 0. The angular distribution of protons
was indeed found to be symmetric. The acceptance
corrections used to determine the differential cross
sections were deduced separately for each interval in
cosθ∗

ω. A decrease in acceptance from 12% to 7% is
observed when going from cosθ∗

ω = 0 to cosθ∗
ω = 1,

while theω yield increases by a factor of two over the
same range. Hence, the observed anisotropy is some-
what amplified by the acceptance correction, however
the effect is already contained in the uncorrected data.
The strong anisotropy which was also observed in [4]
for 320 MeV excess energy suggests that higher par-
tial waves may be present even at lower energy where,
according to [6], this may be viewed as direct proof
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of the dominance of nucleonic currents. A fit with the
lowest two even Legendre polynomials yields coeffi-
cients ofa2/a0 = 2.5(±0.3)/2.6(±0.1) compared to
3.1(±0.2)/4.0(±0.1) at 320 MeV [14] where, in ad-
dition, aP4 contribution was needed which is not re-
quired here.

Using ourω cross-section value at 92 MeV together
with the φ cross section [23] at 85 MeV yields a
production ratioσφ/σω of about (3 ± 1)%. This is,
although smaller than the DISTO estimate without the
current cross section, about a factor of 7 larger than the
OZI prediction. The uncertainty is dominated by the
experimental error on theφ cross section. The current
result also exceeds the prediction of about 1% for the
ratio at this energy in [19] for small NNφ coupling.
More detailed studies are however needed before final
conclusions will emerge.

With envisaged improvements in experimental tech-
niques, especially in accepted luminosity, alsoφ pro-
duction may come into reach at COSY. Further exper-
imental investigations will then help to shed light on
the question of the strange content of the nucleon ad-
dressed in vector-meson production.
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